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Please consider this testimony in support of effective climate action in 2020
The climate crisis is the most critical economic, public safety, and national security issue of
our time as well as being the most devastating environmental problem in human history.
Oregon is already being hammered by the effects of the climate crisis. Our oceans are
acidifying, our forest are burning, our crops are changing, and as a result, many of our
traditional jobs and occupations are at risk. We need to act for the sake of ourselves and
future generations.
I was able to attend the first public hearing on LC 19 last Monday and was pleased at the
progress that has been made, but it isn't yet strong enough to be as effective as we need it to
be. The bill has much to support. As a Portland resident, I'm wholly in favor of the Portland
Metropolitan Area being the first region to take on the transportation costs.   I'm also wholly in
support that our most rural areas will be the last to be covered. I'm glad to see that both direct
and transport natural gas users are now covered by the bill. I'm supportive that impacted
communities will be in line to receive funding to combat climate change on a local level.
However, LC 19 needs to be strengthened in three key ways:
#1) Currently our most rural communities are slated never to be covered under the
transportation portion of the bill.   It is acceptable that their coverage be delayed, but we need
a firm date by which the entire state will be covered.   It should be 2030 at the latest.
#2) We need to strengthen and tighten the controls around Trade Exempt Natural Gas Users in
three ways: We need tight, incisive, transparent rules about which companies would be
allowed to be in this category. We need their free allowances to march lower than 97% over
time to fully incentivize them to move to fully renewable energy. We need the mandatory
energy efficiency audits to include fugitive emissions as well as those from combustion.
#3) We need stronger, more declarative language that impacted communities will get the
funding they need to combat climate change as well as ensuring they have a voice in
governance of those public funds.
In short, we need climate action now, and a strengthened LC 19 will be the legislation that is
required.
Please strengthen and then support LC 19 this session.
Thanks.
Daniel Frye, PhD
Voter - Portland, Oregon
Volunteer OLCV - Metro Climate Action Team
Certified Climate Reality Project Leader
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I support immediate, strong climate legislation for Oregon's future.   I am a scientist and the
scientific evidence of our entry into a climate crisis is irrefutable. We need action in 2020.
Sincerely,
Daniel Frye, PhD
Portland, Oregon

